COMPANY PROFILE

AUTO, BUS AND DELIVERY SERVICES
7 DAYS - 24 HOURS IN ITALY AND EUROPE

ABOUT US
COSEPURI is a highly qualified company, born in Bologna in 1972, providing chauffeur services in Italy and abroad
by AUTO (up to 4 passengers), MINIVAN (up to 5/8 passengers) or BUS (16/25/35/53/62 passengers) and delivery
services.
Some gain prestige in the field, but we have gained it on the road, safely
taking our clients or their merchandise anywhere they need to go, with
professionalism, punctuality, elegance and courtesy.
Thanks to our four operative divisions - AUTO, COACH, DELIVERY SERVICE and
PUBLIC BUS LINES, we satisfy our clients' needs in a personalized manner.
We offer high quality service 7 DAY/24 HOURS through our Call Center, with
special attention to comfort, image and discretion in every aspect of your trip,
whether it be within the city, outside of city limits, for institutions or private
clients, with the same guarantee of safety and reliability.
COSEPURI is a qualified partner of COMPANIES, INDIVIDUALS, INSTITUTIONS
and AIRLINES, supplying crew transportation and passengers rerouting
from/to the main national airports.
The company provides customized quotations for CONVENTIONS, MEETINGS
AND EVENTS. Upon request, it supplies its employees’ on-site specialized
assistance for the organization of passengers’ transfers.
COSEPURI specializes also in COUNTER SERVICES on behalf of clients and in
fiduciary transportation of urgent and confidential documents for which it is
crucial to guarantee the delivery on time and in the manner prescribed.
In more than 40 years, we have driven a long way. This is the reason why we
have earned the UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 QUALITY Certification and the UNI EN
ISO 14001:2015 ENVIRONMENT Certification.
This is the reason why COSEPURI is the benchmark of quality in the transportation sector.

COSEPURI has got branches in the MAIN ITALIAN CITIES and is proud to offer
an extra service to its clientele: a wide spread network that joins carefully
selected LIMO and COACH OPERATORS in all Italian regions, in order to
supply high quality ground transportation services all over Italy.
A similar selection has been also carried out IN ALL OF EUROPE where, in 45
years, Cosepuri has developed reliable relationships with the best players in
the ground transportation sector, in order to provide our customers with a
qualified answer when they are abroad.
Our foreign partners have been carefully selected in each country according
to proven seriousness and trustworthiness, that allowed us to ensure a timely and professional answer to our
customers when they need ground transport services abroad. In particular, we frequently co-operate with our
partners in FRANCE, GERMANY, SWITZERLAND and SPAIN, where our clients entrust us with the transfer services
necessary to their managers or their delegations.
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Our partners have been carefully selected according to criteria of seriousness and reliability, which ensure us a
timely and effective response in any city.
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AUTO DIVISION
COSEPURI’s AUTO DIVISION puts at your disposal a high qualified CHAUFFEUR
SERVICE by means of recently registered cars suitable for the transport of up to
8 passengers:
MERCEDES, BMW, JAGUAR, MASERATI, VOLVO, LANCIA THESIS, AUDI up to 4
passengers and minivans fit for 5/8 passengers, fully- equipped, smartly
finished-up, and with maximum insurance coverage.
Our SPEAKING ENGLISH DRIVERS will welcome you on board of our sedans or
minivans and will accompany you to your business meetings on time or on your
tours where you can discover Italian artistic treasures, admire its world-famous
cars and motorcycles, enjoy local gastronomic specialties and go shopping.

LUXURY SERVICES
For your meeting, corporate cocktails or ceremonies, choose our
chauffeured car rentals travel in one of our LUXURY SEDANS for up to 4
passengers.
You will enjoy the extreme comfort and prestige for your important
appointments, when you opt for a top-range Mercedes S-class with its
class and leather interior. For your special guests and major events,
COSEPURI’s impeccable car hire service with driver is guarantee of
elegance, discretion and professionalism. Arriving in style. And when you
are driven by style, it always shows.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY CARS
Increasingly, clients who choose our chauffeured car rentals are concerned
about environmental protection. That's why COSEPURI has integrated its
fleet with vehicles that run on low sulphur diesel and
are equipped with DPF to reduce CO2.
We also have some vehicles that run on low
environmental impact fuels (Volkswagen Passat fueled
by methane gas or liquid petroleum gas) and some HYBRID VEHICLES that
combine a low impact gasoline engine with a zero-emissions electric
motor.
And if you prefer your car rental with driver to be a very quiet ride, reserve
a Toyota Prius Plus!
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VEHICLE GPRS TRACKING SYSTEM
COSEPURI is equipped with the latest technologies.
Our system for the AUTOMATIC DISTRIBUTION of transportation
services allows us to use GPS to identify which vehicle in our fleet is
closest to the point of pick-up of passengers or goods.
Each vehicle is equipped with a tablet for the automatic assignment of
transportation services in real time.
Enabling remote operations, this system allows COSEPURI to organize
transport services in other cities, managing them directly from its Call
Center.

ONLINE BOOKING AND PURCHASING
COSEPURI offers its clients the ONLINE PURCHASING of the car/minivan
rental services with driver through the website www.cosepuri.it.
The purpose is to offer one more instrument for:
Estimate their own journeys
Buy immediate services or book them at the desired time
Consult the list of required services in the private client area
The software linked to cartography allows budgeting and booking services
in any city, providing the price of the service including all elements
(waiting time, night surcharge, tolls, etc.). It also allows easy booking with:
payment on board (by cash or credit card)
payment online by credit card
Clients can CHOOSE THE CAR MODEL (Mercedes, Jaguar, Maserati, BMW, Audi, etc.), indicate the option for
English speaking drivers, child seat or small animals transportation cuts, as well as EXTRA BENEFITS such as paper
towels, mineral water, daily newspaper, wi-fi on board, etc.). The system recognizes reservations from customer's
with agreement terms and issues a summary monthly invoice for all services performed.

APP MOBILE “COSEPURI MY DRIVER”
COSEPURI offers an additional tool to quickly book its chauffeur services.
Download the new APP COSEPURI MY DRIVER available on APP STORE and
GOOGLE PLAY!
With only 3 clicks, in five minutes you will have one of our cars with driver
wherever you want!
You can also book a transfer service on the day and at the time you wish
and calculate the amount.
Customize your ride and choose the car you desire!
With Cosepuri My Driver you can pay on board in cash or by credit card.
You will receive a text message with a summary of your service and the
car’s and driver’s details.
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BUS DIVISION
COSEPURI’s BUS DIVISION puts at clients’ disposal recently registered MINIBUSES
and COACHES from 16 to 62 seats with TV, DVD/DVX recorder, USB reader,
telephone, air conditioning, mini-refrigerator, reclining seats and
chronotachometer.
COSEPURI has equipped some buses with an External Automatic
Defibrillator and trained drivers to use this life-saving device.
The company provides the most reliable bus rental service with SPEAKING ENGLISH
DRIVERS, available all over the country for small, medium or large groups, whether
they are in Italy for work or leisure. Excursions are available in half-day, full day or
multi-day to/from the main tourist and gastronomic areas in Italy and abroad,
respecting driving time ad rest periods.
SHUTTLE SERVICES or customized ground transportations are available according to the different needs

TRANSPORTATION SERVICES BY CAR OR BUS
- TRANSFER FROM/TO AIRPORT - TRAIN STATION - TRADE FAIR DISTRICT - HOTEL
- TRANSFER FROM/TO ANY DESTINATION
- SERVICES AT CLIENTS' DISPOSAL, SHOPPING TOURS
- CREW AND AIRLINES PASSENGERS TRANSFERS
- TRANSFER FROM/TO THEATRE/NIGHT CLUB
- CUSTOMIZED SERVICES
- SERVICES FOR CEREMONIES
- TRANSFERS FROM/TO STADIUM/THEATER
- DISABLED OR OLD PEOPLE TRANSPORTATION

BUS LINE DIVISION
COSEPURI’s BUS LINES DIVISION directs local urban and suburban public
transportation services in the greater Bologna and Ferrara areas through subconcession by T-PER, covering more than 4,4 million kilometers annually. Our
competence and experience have allowed us to maintain services which are less in
demand, saving on operating costs and increasing the number of passengers, with
definite benefits for clients.

DELIVERY SERVICE
COSEPURI’s MERCHANDISE DELIVERY DIVISION offers vehicles up to 16 quintal
capacity. They are reliable, fast, new, and operated by expert drivers who guarantee
personalized, secure transport of merchandise, parcels, food and documents
through an immediate pick-up and drop-off service in Italy and abroad without
intermediaries, with maximum insurance coverage.
Goods transport services provided:
- IMMEDIATE DELIVERY SERVICE, CONFIDENTIAL AND URGENT TRANSPORT SERVICES
- TRANSPORT OF FOOD PRODUCTS, MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION
- GOODS TRANSPORTS DURING EVENTS AND MEETINGS
- AIRLINE PASSENGERS LUGGAGE, STORAGE SERVICE
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CERTIFICATIONS
COSEPURI has developed an integrated QUALITY and ENVIRONMENT
management system according to UNI EN ISO 9001: 2015 and UNI EN ISO 14001:
2015 norms. In this way, COSEPURI intends to guarantee its customers better
quality services in compliance with the enviroment requirements.
In the year 2016, Cribis D & B awarded COSEPURI with the certificate
"CRIBIS Prime Company", which recognizes to Italian companies the
"RATING 1", ie the highest degree of evaluation of an organization. This
prestigious recognition, also confirmed in the year 2018 and issued
exclusively to companies that maintain a stable high economiccommercial reliability, is nowadays only obtained by 3% of the over 6
million Italian companies. This recognition, assigned only to companies
that meet both Italian and foreign parameters of "economic-commercial
goodness" is a further confirmation of the company's level of solidity.

CONTACTS
AUTO DIVISION

Bologna
+39 051 519090
cosepuriauto@cosepuri.it
BUS DIVISION
+39 051 517070
cosepuribus@cosepuri.it

Milan
+39 02 839 68 637
cosepuri.milano@cosepuri.it

Rome
+39 06 902 33 922
booking@cosepuri.it

DELIVERY SERVICE DIVISION
+39 051 518080
cosepurimerci@cosepuri.it

Italy and Europe
+39 051 519090
booking@cosepuri.it
BUS LINE DIVISION

+39 0516029943
lineetpl@cosepuri.it

We are sure we can meet your need with efficiency and professionalism.
Looking forward to working with you soon, thank you for your time and attention.
Best Regards.
Cosepuri Soc. Coop. p. A.
The Chairman
Gino Onofri
Cosepuri Soc. Coop.p.A.
Via Augusto Pollastri, 8 – 40138 Bologna Italia
Tel. +39 051 6029999
Fax +39 051 519031
www.cosepuri.it
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